How to convert digital offerings into revenue enhancement – Conceptualizing business model dynamics through explorative case studies
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ABSTRACT

Equipment manufacturers are currently utilizing new digital technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence, or Big Data, for new digital offerings. However, these offerings seldom enhance revenue, because companies struggle with business model (BM) dynamics. By analyzing 27 companies through an explorative case-study approach, the authors consider how companies can successfully achieve revenue enhancement through digital offerings. The result is a threefold framework for revenue enhancement through digital offerings. First, this framework distinguishes between three phases of BM dynamics: 1) augmenting products through a “software plus” logic, 2) developing a portfolio of multiple logics for creating customer value, 3) integrating this portfolio through platform logic. Second, the framework emphasizes that three barriers, which we refer to as confidence, mixing, and collaboration barrier, limit the progress from Phases 1 to 3. Third, the framework reveals that each phase contains certain modifications of BM components. In the first phase, companies adapt their BM components slightly, so as to advance toward a “hardware plus” logic. In the second phase, companies embrace more radical BM innovations in order to convert services into an outcome-based BM and develop a new software subscription BM. In the third phase, companies modify BM components in order to integrate the BMs internally and to open them up for external collaboration partners.

1. Introduction

Equipment manufacturers no longer provide only combinations of traditional products and services to their customers. They also invest in digital technologies to make their products and services “smart”. They embed sensors, actuators, software etc. into their products and utilize product connectivity, so as to collect data on product conditions, performance and usage. The data is analyzed in such a way that equipment manufacturers can improve customer efficiency and effectiveness. The use of digital technology by equipment manufacturers is often referred to in such terms as the (industrial) Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Industry 4.0, or digitalization (Hecker, Döbel, Rückling, & Schmitz, 2017; Lee, 2017; Ng & Wakenshaw, 2017; Opresnik & Taisch, 2015). Digital technologies allow equipment manufacturers to extend their traditional product and service offerings through digital ones in order to add customer value.

Baker Hughes, an equipment manufacturer for the oil and gas industry, is a good example of such a digital extension. Besides traditional equipment and services, Baker Hughes promotes AI through digital offerings ranging from identifying and preventing anomalies in equipment operations, to reducing energy consumption, as well as prioritizing and optimizing equipment maintenance and planning. In 2018, traditional product and service offerings generated revenue of 20.3 billion USD. In addition, digital offerings generated another 2.6 billion USD (GE, 2018).

While such anecdotal evidence supports the notion of revenue enhancement through digital offerings, in business practice, such enhancements remain modest (e.g., BCG, 2016; Downes & Nunes, 2013; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014). There is anecdotal evidence of companies...
facing a so-called digitalization paradox (in short: digital paradox), which means that they invest in digital offerings, but struggle to achieve the expected revenue growth, despite the proven growth potential of digital technologies (Gebauer, Fleisch, Lamprecht, & Wortmann, 2020; Kot tamaki, Parida, Patel, & Gebauer, 2020; Wortmann, Bilgeri, Gebauer, Lamprecht, & Fleisch, 2019). Obstacles in managing BM dynamics could be a reason for the digital paradox. There are various frameworks describing obstacles in BM dynamics (e.g. Baden-Fuller & Mangematin, 2013; Berends, Smits, Reymen, & Podoynitsyna, 2016; Cavalcante, Kesting, & Ulhøi, 2011; Morris, Schindehutte, & Allen, 2005). The obstacles that might explain the digital paradox include: a) companies failing to progress along the right sequence of phases for changing the overall business logic, b) companies not overcoming barriers to management cognition, and c) companies not being able to consistently modify the key BM components (value proposition, value creation and profit equation).

The aim of this article is to explore how equipment-manufacturing companies achieve revenue enhancement through digital offerings. Our research questions are: What phases do companies go through on their way to achieving revenue enhancement through digital offerings? How do companies modify BM components in each phase? What barriers limit progress along the various phases and hinder companies from advancing to the next phase?

In order to address these research questions, we apply existing frameworks of BM dynamics to digital offerings in the equipment-manufacturing context. We start by exploring the distinct phases that change the overall business logic. We then describe barriers that might limit the progression along these phases. Thirdly, we explain key modifications in the BM components of each phase. Fourthly and finally, we integrate these contributions into a framework that describes BM dynamics for converting digital offerings into revenue enhancement.

2. A theoretical overview of servitization and business models

2.1. Equipment manufacturers: from physical to digital offerings

The business logic of equipment manufacturers is about combining products and services into customer solutions that make customers more successful by increasing their efficiency and effectiveness (Tuli, Kohli, & Bharadwaj, 2007). Products refer to machines and spare parts. Services refer to basic ones such as financial and field services (e.g. repair, maintenance), as well as more advanced services such as equipment modernization, integration, and optimization (Baines et al., 2017), as well as services for guaranteeing and charging for product usage and performance (e.g. pay-per-use services) (Casumano, Kahl, & Suarez, 2015). Thus, value creation includes activities for developing, manufacturing, and selling products, providing services, and integrating them into customer-specific solutions. As for the profit equation, both products and services contribute to revenue, with services accounting for 20% to 50% of total revenue (Fischer, Gebauer, & Fleisch, 2012).

Equipment manufacturers have recently been investing in making their product and service offerings “smart”, by connecting equipment with the internet and enabling data exchange with customers. They embed software, sensors, actuators, and microprocessors into their products, and add connectivity components (ports, antennae, protocols, and networks) to enable communication between the product and the data cloud (Fleisch, Weinberger, & Wortmann, 2015; Ng & Wakenshaw, 2017; Yoo, Boland Jr, Lyytinen, & Majchrzak, 2012). This data cloud leads to a new technology stack of basic and advanced data analytics through big data, machine learning, and artificial intelligence (Opresnik & Taisch, 2015). Scholars refer to the use of digital technologies for developing new services and improving existing ones, as digital servitization. Companies utilize digital technologies to create new business models, to facilitate novel ways of (co)creating value and to generate valuable knowledge from data (Paschou, Rapaccini, Adrodegari, & Sacconi, 2020).

Fig. 1 depicts the basic idea of making the offering smarter and connected. On the left, Fig. 1 shows the explained structure. In the center, a simple growth matrix shows the revenue-enhancement potential. On the right, there is a company example of revenue distribution and expected revenue enhancement. (See Table 1.)

In the growth matrix, the horizontal axis distinguishes between product and service revenue, whereas the vertical axis depicts the revenue generated through physical and digital offerings. Moving along the horizontal axis suggests that companies increasingly generate revenue from classic services, whereas moving up the vertical axis implies revenue enhancement through digital offerings (Gebauer et al., 2020). These offerings include digital products such as on-premises software or digital services. As in the example of Baker Hughes, digital offerings include advanced services, which increasingly take advantage of digital technologies, and include software applications sold as a service. The company example (see Fig. 1) shows a typical revenue structure, with 75.8% being generated through products and 22.7% through classic services. In addition, 6.5% of revenue derives from software offerings and 1.5% from digital services. Annual growth rates for revenue were observed to be 1-2% for products, 2-4% for classic services, 8% for digital products, and 15% for digital services. This means that revenue enhancements through digital offerings are expected to achieve the highest growth rates.

These revenue enhancements are the results of converting digital technologies into new digital offerings. Accordingly, such enhancements are a likely outcome of valid reasoning about the growth potential of digital technologies. However, despite such reasoning, there is evidence of companies struggling to earn the expected revenue growth. For example, one company expected to generate about 15% of its revenue through digital services over the next five years, but could only achieve about 5%. Another company reported earning around 500 million Euros through physical products and services. The company invested about 7 million Euros in the connectivity of its products, and employs a specialized team to collect and analyze the data, maintain connectivity, and promote and deliver new digital offerings. This team costs nearly 1 million Euros every year. Despite such annual outlays, the company could still not enhance its revenue through digital offerings.

Such anecdotal evidence seems to contradict the basic premise and confirm the abovementioned digital paradox (Gebauer et al., 2020; Wortmann et al., 2019). This means that companies invest in digital offerings, but fail to enhance revenue accordingly and sufficiently. A possible reason for the digital paradox could be that companies fail to cope with the obstacles that digital offerings might trigger in the BM dynamics (e.g. sequence of phases in the BM dynamics, management cognition, and modifications in the BM components – value proposition, value creation, and profit equation).

2.2. BM concept

In general, the BM concept can be described as a complex system hypothetically enabling the core value proposition to be transferred to the customer as a benefit (Seo & Mair, 2007). The BM concept straddles two intertwined perspectives, a holistic one based on the logic that underlies the business, and a multi-component perspective through which the overall business logic is implemented (Zott & Amit, 2013). From the holistic perspective, BMs are “templates” for the way companies conduct their business (Zott & Amit, 2013). Accordingly, BMs are regarded as overall theories of doing business and/or as typical models that can change “in the minds of managers” (Baden-Fuller & Morgan, 2010; Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002; McKendrick & Carroll, 2001).

From the multiple-component perspective, BMs are a particular configuration that link the internal operations of a firm with the customer value proposition in the external market environment and how value is monetized (Baden-Fuller & Mangematin, 2013; DaSilva & Trkman, 2014). Although there are several conceptualizations of BM components (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010; Wirtz, Pistoia, Ulrich, &
need to consider relevant customer segments and determine which communication and delivery channels can reach those segments (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). To act on their value propositions, they require certain resources, capabilities, and processes (Johnson, Christensen, & Kagermman, 2008), known as value-creation activities (Amit & Zott, 2001). Value creation can be managed within companies, or through collaboration with external partners (Chesbrough, 2010). The profit equation is the financial manifestation of the value proposition and the value creation mechanism; companies address how value is captured for customers and how costs for value creation are structured (Bowman & Ambrosini, 2000). These three BM components need to be compatible with holistic business logic (Velu, 2017).

The BM concept serves two interlinked purposes, namely to provide an orientation for the development of company activities and, at the same time, the flexibility to allow for change. Accordingly, the literature has reflected on BMs from both a static and a dynamic perspective (Demil & Lecocq, 2010). The former perspective describes certain types of BMs through highlighting different business logics and configurations of BM components, while the dynamic perspective focuses on how the BM evolves over time.

### 2.3. A static perspective on business models

The literature describes various strategies for companies to integrate digital offerings into their portfolio from a static perspective and focusing on particular BM elements (e.g., Benson, 2015; Bilgeri, Brandt, Lang, Tesch, & Weinberger, 2015; Bonnet, Buvat, & Subrahmanym, 2014; Fleisch, Weinberger, & Wortmann, 2014; Liozu & Ulaga, 2018; Weinberger, Bilgeri, & Fleisch, 2016).

Companies can follow a “hardware plus” logic to add customer value to physical products through digital features. Customers purchase or activate these features during the usage period, in order to expand product capabilities. Digital offerings such as software applications can be sold to customers through licenses, for example with different functionality-level options, valid for a fixed period of time. In this context, many companies use subscription models which charge customers for software on a recurring basis. Usage-
based or pay-per-use models charge customers according to an agreed-upon metric, for example, usage time. Similarly, companies can charge customers for the performance of an asset, often referred to as performance-based or pay-for-performance models. Digital offerings can also be embedded in smart service contracts in order to guarantee customers certain outcomes such as asset availability, asset performance or overall efficiency increases. Companies utilize digital platforms to address more complex customer problems by analyzing and combining data about various products in the platform ecosystem.

2.4. A dynamic perspective on business models

Firms must often cope with the situation that BMs, in terms of business logic and BM components, are in a permanent state of disequilibrium (Demil & Lecocq, 2010; Dunford, Palmer, & Benveniste, 2010; Teece, 2010). From a holistic perspective, the BM dynamics describe the discovery and adoption of a fundamentally different business logic, whereas the component perspective suggests that BM dynamics are the result of deliberate modifications of one or multiple BM components (Cavalcante et al., 2011; Markides, 2006). This is about redefining the current offering, and how it is provided to customers, which includes searching for new ways to propose value to the customer, to create and capture value (Casadesus-Massanell & Zha, 2013).

The literature distinguishes between two types of BM dynamics. In the first, the BM dynamics (i.e., business model “evolution”, “learning,” “erosion” and “lifecycles”) (Saebi, Lien, & Foss, 2017) are perceived to be triggered by external factors. This type considers BM dynamics as BM adaptation, that is, the process by which managers align their firms’ BMs to changing business environments. The second type refers to BM innovation (Casadesus-Massanell & Zha, 2013; Markides, 2006), which is the process through which managers actively modify their BMs, based on their internal resources, so as to achieve a competitive advantage (Saebi et al., 2017). In this article, we do not distinguish between BM adaptation and innovation, but rather use the term BM modifications.

Such BM dynamics can range from incremental to radical changes (Velu, 2016). Incremental would mean minor changes to the BM components with respect to the existing BM, whereas radical BM dynamics involve major changes to both BM components and the overall business logic (Daneels, 2004).

2.4.1. Frameworks for understanding BM dynamics

Frameworks for gaining insights into the BM dynamics of established firms such as equipment providers, typically consider BM dynamics as a way to replace an existing BM with a new one. For example, Cavalcante et al. (2011) distinguish between BM creation, extension, revision, and termination. BM creation is about getting a new BM up and running through several modifications before implementation. BM extension means adding elements to and/or expanding the value proposition, value creation, and profit equation of an existing BM. This extension is motivated by opportunities to enlarge the existing business and to exploit associated commercial opportunities. BM revision means removing and adding elements to the existing BM configuration. Such a BM revision implies intervening in existing processes, which in turn implies an altered business direction. Thus, BM revision is likely to involve significantly more barriers than BM extension, because it requires changes that are more fundamental. BM termination refers to abandoning an entire BM, most likely by replacing it with a new one (Cavalcante et al., 2011). Similar frameworks suggest that a new BM unfolds sequentially, which includes identifying troublesome aspects of the existing BM, revitalizing and improving its value, managing new and existing BMs simultaneously, and, finally, marginalizing BMs by reducing the reliance on old BMs (Mehrizi & Lashkarbolouki, 2016).

Such frameworks have recently been applied in the context of digitalization. An example is the shift toward digital content in the newspaper industry. Digitalization leads to challenges in existing newspaper BMs, rendering some traditional newspaper business components no longer viable (Pauwels & Weiss, 2008). In the digital newspaper BM, the value proposition moves toward customized content, including news alerts and search options. As for the profit equation, online advertisements have become an important revenue stream. However, companies initially attempted to revitalize the existing model, but later had to recognize the need for a traditional BM parallel to a digital one for newspapers. Over time, the digital BM has been marginalizing the traditional BM (Pauwels & Weiss, 2008).

2.4.2. Obstacles limiting BM dynamics

Three obstacles can inhibit BM dynamics. The first refers to possible conflicts between seemingly opposing old and new BMs. Such conflicts can prevent a progression of phases in the sequence of letting the new BM unfold (Doz & Kosonen, 2010; McGrath, 2010; Teece, 2010). This obstacle occurs at the holistic level of the BM, when companies progress from an existing to a new business logic. The argument is that companies cannot run two or even more business logics in parallel. Instead, they need to specialize in one single business logic to achieve the necessary efficiency. Firms thus find themselves unable to reconfigure their assets to support the new BM, due to contradictions within the existing BM (Chesbrough, 2010).

By changing from an existing to a new BM logic, companies need to develop an approach for managing possible conflicts, e.g. opposing effects between the existing and the new BM. This requires a firm’s willingness to reduce the actual or potential value of its investments in assets and organizational routines underlying the BM logic (Chandy & Tellis, 1998). If a firm is wedded to its current resource base and is only willing to pursue new directions that conform to its existing resources – and consequently avoids initiatives that could affect them adversely – it will curtail the range of exploration of its new BM logics.

To cope with this obstacle, companies need to take advantage of “ambidexterity” within their portfolio, implying a duality of change (Doz & Kosonen, 2010; Dunford et al., 2010; McGrath, 2010; Raisch & Brikshnak, 2008; Smith, Binns, & Tushman, 2010). To pursue the exploration of new BM logics more fully, companies need to shed commitments to existing resources, even if this renders some of its past investments obsolete (Chandy, Prabhu, & Antia, 2003; Daneels, 2004). Therefore, changing the BM logic entails phases of pursuing new opportunities by shifting the focus from exploiting current resources to exploring new ones, even if this means sacrificing current sources of profit (Levithal & March, 1993; March, 1991). Tronvoll, Sklyar, Sörhammar, and Kowalkowski (2020) emphasize that companies need to develop an entrepreneurial culture, focusing on novel and innovative uses of technology. Successful digital servitization requires different knowledge and competences, such as IT skills for managing and analyzing data, fostering internal collaboration and establishing external partnerships (Tronvoll et al., 2020).

The obstacle of possible conflicts between existing and new business logic is closely intertwined with the second obstacle of constraints to management cognition. Such cognitive obstacles might emerge, for example, from past successes of the existing BM. Managers may be too confident that the existing BM is still the best way forward. Managers then overlook signs of trouble, ultimately rendering the existing BM increasingly obsolete. Further cognitive constraints refer to overemphasizing mixing and/or isolating the existing and new BM, and thereby limiting the cross-fertilization between both BMs.

When companies overcome conflicts between the existing and the new business logic, as well as constraints to management cognition, they start to modify the BM components. These modifications enable companies to depart from consistent configurations of BM components (see Section 2.2.1).

Such modifications lead to the third obstacle in terms of inconsistencies in the configuration of the BM components, which need to be coupled tightly and coherently, in order to attain efficiency and to produce a good BM performance (Demil & Lecocq, 2010). This tight coupling can create inconsistencies between BM components, when the
modifications lead to mismatches among value proposition, value creation, and profit equation. Maintaining coherence and consistency is difficult, since interactions between components are hard to predict, and change over time (Demil & Lecocq, 2010; Velu, 2017). This is especially true when companies modify multiple components, and ultimate outcomes depend on the interaction of all components involved (Berends et al., 2016). These inconsistencies can inhibit the BM dynamics.

3. Research approach and empirical context

Our empirical context is the European equipment manufacturing industry. We used a purposeful sampling process (Yin, 1994), both screening industry reports and talking to industry experts, in order to identify companies that are experienced with regard to revenue enhancement through digital offerings. We contacted 37 companies, of which 27 agreed to participate. To raise external validity, we confirmed that all participating companies represented a variety of industries, company sizes, and geographical locations. All 27 companies offer traditional products and services, and have substantial experience in providing digital offerings (see Table 2).

To systematically examine the BM dynamics for revenue enhancement through digital offerings, our research followed a sequence of iterations, switching sequentially between theoretical inputs and empirical results. The nature of the research process was therefore abductive, that is, combining deduction and induction (Dubois & Gadde, 2002).

The description of empirical results consists of three empirical studies with three different qualitative research methods. The first study entails a series of explorative interviews, conducted with all 27 companies. These interviews were used to identify the common phases of BM dynamics. These phases describe the BM changes from a holistic business perspective. The second study, consisting of focus groups, revealed possible barriers to management cognition which would hinder progressing through the three phases. The third study consists of in-depth case studies to identify modifications to the BM components of each phase.

Since the sequence of the three qualitative studies follows a rationale in which the results of the first study informed the second one, and the results of the second informed the third, we describe the research methods together with the actual results.

4. Study I: Identification of phases in BM dynamics

4.1. Explorative interviews

We conducted interviews with a senior manager from each of the 27 companies. These managers were selected according to three criteria: the amount of time the managers had worked in the company, the managers’ knowledge of BM, and their work experience on the initiatives for converting digital offerings into revenue enhancement (Kumar, Stern, and Anderson 1993). Over a period of eight months, our research team met the managers personally and asked them about the chronology of converting digital offerings into revenue enhancements. Each interview was about one hour long, and we used questions that explore this chronology from a holistic BM perspective, recording and transcribing all interviews. The interview transcripts were organized along the chronology and distinct phases of BM dynamics. We analyzed each interview transcript individually, by jointly reviewing the descriptions in order to identify common phases (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Gibbert, Ruigrok, & Wicki, 2008), which we then compared by using pattern matching with the existing BM literature. This procedure enabled us to identify common phases across all 27 companies in alignment with the BM literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company case</th>
<th>Approximate number of employees</th>
<th>Headquarters</th>
<th>Digital offerings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer of printing presses</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Printing-process optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer for food processing</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Machine optimization and food control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer for die casting</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Real-time monitoring and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer for power transmission and paper processing</td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Applications for process optimization and smart maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial service provider for the oil and gas industry</td>
<td>43,000</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Data analytics, AI solutions, VR training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer of aircraft engines</td>
<td>48,000</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Data analytics and visualization performance and risk management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of laser cutting machines</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Software for process planning, quote calculation, customer order management, programming condition monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer of cutting machine tools</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>App-based interface with multi-touch operation software for planning, preparation, production, monitoring app builder monitoring remote control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer of injection molding machines</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Intelligent monitoring predictive maintenance remote maintenance self-regulating systems calculation app monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer of</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Mobile production monitoring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
4.2. Results: three phases of BM dynamics

Our research question addressed in Study I is: What phases do companies go through on their way to achieving revenue enhancement.

Table 2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company case</th>
<th>Approximate number of employees</th>
<th>Headquarters</th>
<th>Digital offerings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer for cranes and lifting equipment</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Smart maintenance, remote monitoring, remote support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer of industrial cranes</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Remote monitoring service platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer for grinding</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Production monitoring, remote services, service monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer and technology provider for medical and safety solutions</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Equipment locating, system, equipment, connectivity system, preventive maintenance, remote measuring, training app, app for measurement-data management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component manufacturer for power grids</td>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Condition monitoring, preventive maintenance, performance optimization, cyber security services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier of industrial robots and robot software</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Condition monitoring and diagnostics, predictive maintenance, fleet assessment, asset optimization, remote control, simulation software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment provider for wind turbines</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Condition monitoring, smart maintenance, asset optimization, project planning, remote service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of plants and machinery</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Manufacturer of packaging and bottling machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer for food industry and municipal vehicles</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Remote support, warehouse management system, autonomous material-handling equipment, application for fleet management, easy access to vehicle via display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of material-handling equipment</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Remote support, material-handling equipment, application for fleet management, smart camera, display controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component manufacturer for power grids</td>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Condition monitoring, preventive maintenance, performance optimization, cyber security services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier of industrial robots and robot software</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Condition monitoring and diagnostics, predictive maintenance, fleet assessment, asset optimization, remote control, simulation software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment provider for wind turbines</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Condition monitoring, smart maintenance, asset optimization, project planning, remote service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of plants and machinery</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Manufacturer of packaging and bottling machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer for food industry and municipal vehicles</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Remote support, warehouse management system, autonomous material-handling equipment, application for fleet management, easy access to vehicle via display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of material-handling equipment</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Remote support, material-handling equipment, application for fleet management, smart camera, display controller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company case</th>
<th>Approximate number of employees</th>
<th>Headquarters</th>
<th>Digital offerings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of material-handling equipment</td>
<td>34,000</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Software solutions &amp; optimization services, data-driven uptime, management, data-driven maintenance, data-driven efficiency, management, data visualization, remote maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of industrial tools and equipment</td>
<td>46,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Remote maintenance, application for process optimization and efficiency, data visualization, predictive maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of construction and agriculture machinery</td>
<td>46,000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Positioning system, data reporting and visualization, simulation software, for planning and training, fleet management through connectivity and tracking, smart maintenance, remote support, smart camera, display controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of plants and machinery</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Transportation equipment provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of wind turbines</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Manufacturer of packaging and bottling machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer for food industry and municipal vehicles</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Remote support, warehouse management system, autonomous material-handling equipment, application for fleet management, easy access to vehicle via display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of material-handling equipment</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Remote support, material-handling equipment, application for fleet management, smart camera, display controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component manufacturer for power grids</td>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Condition monitoring, preventive maintenance, performance optimization, cyber security services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier of industrial robots and robot software</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Condition monitoring and diagnostics, predictive maintenance, fleet assessment, asset optimization, remote control, simulation software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment provider for wind turbines</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Condition monitoring, smart maintenance, asset optimization, project planning, remote service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of plants and machinery</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Manufacturer of packaging and bottling machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment manufacturer for food industry and municipal vehicles</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Remote support, warehouse management system, autonomous material-handling equipment, application for fleet management, easy access to vehicle via display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer of material-handling equipment</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Remote support, material-handling equipment, application for fleet management, smart camera, display controller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As illustrated in Fig. 2, our interviews reveal that a product-oriented BM is the starting point for BM dynamics. The common pattern emerged subsequently that BM dynamics occur in three phases, each determined by changes in the overall business logic. Managers adapt their own templates to the core business logic. They extend their digital offerings, which in turn changes the overall BM configuration.

In the first phase, companies progressed from their product-oriented BM toward augmenting products through a “hardware-plus” logic. Companies started to provide digital offerings (e.g. software features for products, smart services) and bundled them with product offerings, in order to improve smooth and personalized customer experiences. They used these digital offerings to augment the price premium and/or to differentiate the product offering. Companies focused on this “hardware plus” as their single business logic in the first phase.

In Phase 2, companies departed from the sole “hardware-plus” business logic for creating customer value. Instead, companies established a portfolio of multiple logics, recognizing that an increasing share of customer value is determined by digital offerings such as software applications and outcome-based services. These digital offerings enabled them to solve more complex customer problems, such as improving customer process efficiency (Tuli et al., 2007). However, by keeping digital offerings integrated into the product offering, customers failed to recognize its value. Companies were creating new BMs to enable both offerings to unfold successfully, converting services into an outcome-based BM and moving toward software BMs.

In the third phase, the business logic turned toward establishing a platform logic for integrating and parallelizing these multiple logics. The ability of hardware products to exchange data through the internet drives this platform logic. Companies used digital platforms to store, analyze and combine data on the entire customer manufacturing system, in order to solve complex and strategically more important customer problems concerning entire asset systems. They created complex data-driven solutions, including software applications and services such as prescriptive maintenance and performance guarantees. Companies embraced partnerships with other companies and built business ecosystems, in order to include external capabilities, to broaden the scope of solutions and to make platforms more attractive.

Companies do not automatically progress from Phase 1 to 3, but need to overcome certain barriers, which form the main focus of Study II.

5. Study II: identification of barriers to BM modification

5.1. Focus group method

We invited participants from the interview series to attend three focus groups. In total, 25 of the 27 companies participated, meaning that each group consisted of 9 to 12 participants, representing eight or nine companies. Each group met for 6 h.

In each focus group, we presented our three phases for identifying and discussing possible barriers to BM modification. One member of the research team moderated the focus group discussions. Given the general proficiency of the participants, we limited our involvement to summarizing discussion points on flip charts and assisting participants in describing their reasoning. Given that focus groups ensure rich data through insights obtained from expert interaction (Morgan, 1988), we shared the focus group protocols with participants and asked for feedback and comments.

During the focus groups, participants discussed the barriers in each phase. We applied content analysis (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007) to aggregate the focus group discussion into the main barriers that could potentially limit progress along these phases.

5.2. Results: identification of barriers between the three phases of BM dynamics

Our research question addressed in Study II is: What barriers limit progress along the phases and hinder companies from advancing to the next phase of achieving revenue enhancement through digital offerings?

The content analysis revealed three main barriers. First, we observed what is best termed a confidence barrier, limiting the progression from Phase 1 to 2. Second, we discovered a mixing barrier limiting the...
emergence of multiple business logics. Third, we identified a collaboration barrier constraining the integration of these three BMs into a platform BM. The next three sections discuss these barriers in more detail.

5.2.1. Confidence barrier limiting the progress from phase 1 to phase 2
Companies tend to continue advancing their “hardware-plus” business logic for too long, while simultaneously delaying the creation of a portfolio of multiple business logics for achieving customer value. Turning the product-oriented BM into a “hardware-plus” BM is a financially sensible approach (at least in the short-term) for dealing with the tendency towards more and more customer value being generated through service and software offerings. However, this “hardware-plus” logic is still closely related to the traditional product-oriented BM and can be considered as merely a revitalization of the old business logic. Once companies have succeeded in revitalizing their old logic through the “hardware-plus” logic, they may believe they can do so ad infinitum. For example, a CEO stated “We were initially confident that continuing the ‘hardware-plus’ approach could solve our problem... We kept our faith in the viability of the ‘hardware-plus’ logic and were sure that it would continue to ensure competitive advantages... becoming blind to the fact that our customers still see us only as a seller of hardware boxes... not recognizing the real value of all the software and services we offered together with our hardware... Customers increasingly looked for better hardware prices, putting a lot of pressure on our profitability.” This statement suggests that companies should be aware of the confidence barrier, especially if short-term success in rescuing a troubled BM compromises long-term opportunities for developing new BMs.

The confidence barrier does not mean that managers are blind to the signs of trouble, for example, that customers do not recognize the value of software and services, leading to eroding margins. Rather, it is about managers placing too much faith in their ability to save the old product logic by trying to revitalize the idea of augmenting the product offering with software and services. Although companies might be able to revitalize their product logic within a short time frame, excessive reliance on this phase can obstruct new ways of creating customer value. This might lead to business failure and losing business to competitors. As the experience of the focus group participants shows, early failure in revitalizing the “hardware-plus” logic might be an advantage, provided such failures make them reflect deeply on the overall business logic through systematic scrutiny of alternative BMs.

Overcoming the confidence barrier enables companies to progress successfully from Phase 1 to Phase 2.

5.2.2. Mixing barrier limiting phase 2
During the creation of multiple logics for creating customer value in Phase 2, there are complex relations between the old business logic and the newly emerging ones. They involve trade-offs between reaping the fruits of cross-fertilization and preventing the damage caused by cross-penalizing among BMs. Thus, the challenge is not to mix multiple relations between old and multiple new business logics. More specifically, firms need to exploit synergies, while also preventing destructive competition and interference between them. Our focus group participants stressed the need to rely on a separation approach. For instance, a sales officer explained that: “We kept the new outcome-based business logic in a separate sales department, ensuring that the dominant perspective of selling equipment and services did not interfere with the further development of this business model.” Similarly, a vice president of the software business unit highlighted that: “We made our digital unit responsible for pushing the software BM... it included a separate sales channel, ensuring that the new application sales did not interfere with our existing sales activities.”

While such separation mechanisms seem rational, focus group participants reported being trapped within mixing mechanisms. They recognized a need to cross-subsidize the outcome-based and software BMs. Establishing outcome-based models takes a fair amount of time, until a sufficient amount of revenue is generated. In addition, such revenue entails higher risks if companies do not achieve the expected outcomes and/or customers use the product differently. Similarly, software BMs imply high software development costs, which need to be covered by annual software subscription revenue. Companies tend to mitigate these risks through revenue deriving from traditional hardware and service sales (Ulaga & Reinhardt, 2011). Thus, companies address the resulting monetization gaps through the integration of financial mechanisms. This makes it difficult to strike a balance between separation and mixing practices, which should be applied carefully to different aspects of the three BMs. Companies can only nurture their two new BMs for creating customer value, if they keep them partially separated, while benefiting from their past investments in the old BM.

Companies can overcome the mixing barrier if they are able to carefully and constantly examine the relationship between the multiple business logics. They need to pay attention to potential interfering, competitive, and synergic relations.

5.2.3. Collaboration barrier limiting phase 3
A collaboration barrier limits the platform business logic in Phase 3. Our focus group discussions revealed both internal and external collaboration barriers. The internal barrier is the result of emphasizing separation mechanisms, so as to enable outcome and software BMs to gain sufficient momentum for the unfolding process. However, these separation mechanisms can weaken internal collaboration. Nevertheless, such collaboration is necessary to avoid the long-term tendency for the three BMs to be treated in too isolated a manner, thus preventing sufficient cross-fertilization.

The external collaboration barrier relates to the specific characteristics of platform markets. Managing the BM dynamics in the context of platforms is a complex task, since many different companies need to contribute in order to make a platform logic successful. However, experience with platforms (e.g., search engines, online marketplaces, maps, music services, etc.) reveals a tendency for only a few companies to dominate the ecosystem, thereby capturing a disproportionate share of the economic value. Platforms seem to lead to a “winner takes it all” and quasi-monopoly situation (Parker & Van Alstyne, 2011). Thus, Phase 3 can only unfold if there is sufficient trust among collaboration partners and if each partner gains a fair share of the economic value. A senior marketing executive from a jet engine manufacturer explained this collaboration barrier as follows: “Our customers were complaining, because the piece of metal surrounding the engine was burning out too quickly... decreasing... fuel efficiency... We wanted one of our platform partners to look at the engine data to identify possible reasons for the intensive burning... The partner invested a lot of money to identify that dust and pollution in certain flight patterns were causing the problem... Thus, it was important that the partner trusted us to commercialize the data analytics together and... that the partner would benefit sufficiently from revenue sharing...”

The collaboration barrier can inhibit establishing a platform business logic in Phase 3. Companies can overcome this barrier if they find suitable mechanisms for value co-creation, revenue sharing and trust among partners.

If companies can overcome these three barriers, they can advance along the three phases, through modifying BM components (value proposition, value creation, and profit equation). These BM modifications were investigated in Study III.

6. Study III: in-depth case studies on BM modifications

6.1. In-depth case study method

Our research question addressed in Study III is: How do companies modify BM components in each phase in order to achieve revenue enhancement through digital offerings?

To study BM component modifications in each phase, we applied an explorative in-depth case study method. Among the 27 companies, we selected one company for each modification, based on their suitability for BM component modification and their willingness to participate in...
data collection for case studies. Through these case studies, we identified key modifications in the BM components, thus revealing revenue enhancement (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Gibbert et al., 2008).

In each case study, we interviewed 5 to 6 executives about key modifications in the BM components. We phrased questions in an unobtrusive and non-directive manner, to avoid the pitfalls of excessively active listening (McCracken, 1988). We supplemented interview data with secondary data (e.g. company literature, internal documents). These data were used to develop case reports about BM modifications. To ensure internal validity and reliability, we asked participants to review the reports themselves.

We began our data analysis by undertaking open coding, paragraph by paragraph, to identify critical modifications in value proposition, value creation, and profit equation in the case reports. These modifications were converted into descriptive codes (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Our decision to include the BM modifications relied on the following criteria: (1) that multiple interviewees within a single company mentioned the modification; and (2) that the modification extended beyond the obvious to provide meaningful and genuinely useful conclusions (Yuli et al., 2007; Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011).

As a check on the reliability of our findings, we assessed the inter-judge reliability of our coding (Perrault & Leigh, 1989). We asked two independent judges to review the coding plan and instructions, as well as the verbatim transcript, so as to verify the accuracy of the business model modifications that we identified. The index of reliability reached 0.83, above the 0.7 threshold recommended for qualitative research (Rust & Coil, 1994).

6.2. BM modifications

In order to enhance revenue, firms follow various iterations of BM modifications, encompassing the adjustment of value proposition, value creation, and profit equation. As illustrated in Fig. II, our identified logic of BM dynamics to achieve revenue enhancement incorporates three distinct phases. Phase 1 is called “Augmenting products through a ‘hardware-plus’ logic” and was explored in Case A. Phase 2 is called “Letting multiple logics for creating customer value emerge” and includes both “converting services into an outcome-based BM”, studied in Case B, and “exploring a software BM”, examined in Case C. Phase 3 is called “Establishing a platform logic for integrating the multiple logics” and was investigated in Case D. With each phase advancement, firms are able to address a more complex customer problem. They thereby improve their value proposition and reduce the necessary customer contribution by adding digital product and service layers, such as software offerings, outcome-based services, and integration of the business ecosystem into value creation activities. Below, we describe the BM modifications identified in the case studies.

6.2.1. Case A: augmenting products through a “hardware-plus” logic (phase 1)

Case Company A, a manufacturer of laser cutting machines, illustrates the BM modifications for augmenting products through a “hardware-plus” logic. This company initially relied on a product-oriented BM. The company recognized that digital offerings, such as duplicating the user interface of the laser cutting machine on a portable tablet pc, or equipping customers with smart glasses to assist them during equipment maintenance, are interesting ways to create new customer experiences. These experiences depend on the specific equipment, and were therefore promoted together with it. Digital offerings helped to augment the existing equipment and service offerings, and to justify the price premium.

However, customers could potentially reject such digital offerings, if they are not aligned with customer expectations about digital, smooth, and personalized customer experiences (Nylen & Holmstrom, 2015). Thus, a structured and iterative innovation process for merging customer expectations with the benefits offered by digital offerings and technologies was introduced into the value-creation activities. This modification prevented the company from overemphasizing the technical possibilities of their digital offerings, rather than gaining a deep understanding of customer needs. For the abovementioned portable tablet computer, a senior service manager explained that “…During our innovation process, we recognized that customers’ machine operators are responsible for multiple machines, and therefore keen to move around on the shop floor. But of course, they cannot carry multiple computers. Thus, only a portable computer allowing multiple user interfaces generated sufficient customer value… It was important for us to gain deeper insights into customer needs and digital features…”.

As for the profit equation, such digital offerings increase customer value and help to differentiate the equipment and service offerings. Revenue enhancements occur only indirectly, increasing the revenue generated by more equipment and service sales.

6.2.2. Case B on converting services into an outcome-based BM (phase 2)

Case Company B, a transportation equipment provider, illustrates BM modifications enabling the emergence of multiple logics for creating customer value. Company B demonstrates the conversion of services into an outcome-based BM, and had already proceeded toward a “hardware-plus” business logic. However, Company B recognized that the differentiation advantages of augmenting the transportation equipment with digital offerings were becoming progressively more mature. New differentiation advantages are triggered by customers demanding outcomes rather than equipment together with services. They demand improvements and guarantees on equipment availability, uptime, usage, and performance (Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011). Accordingly, Company B shifted its value propositions toward guaranteeing equipment usage and levels of performance (e.g. 98% train availability).

A senior manager explained that “…one of our customers demanded an increase in the number of trains running per hour on a selected train track from 24 to 27. But to achieve this increased performance, this customer was not willing to increase the total number of trains. Instead, the customer’s purchase department asked us for a better utilization of the train capacity…”

Thus, Company B responded to such a customer demand by developing digital services utilizing train data to minimize breakdowns and maximize availability.

These digital offerings are embedded in classic services, turning, for example, maintenance into prescriptive maintenance services. Company B modified its value-creation activities from descriptive (identifying train failure) to diagnostic (explaining train failure), predictive (forecasting train failure), and prescriptive (recommending actions to avoid train failure).

To achieve such changes in the value-creation activities, the profit equation needs to take into consideration Company B’s investments in train connectivity and data analytics, and the costs of accessing, monitoring, and analyzing train usage and performance data. These costs pay off by reducing service costs. Company B reported that it can now more accurately schedule necessary service activities (inspections, repair, and/or maintenance) before they actually occur. This improves the capacity utilization in Company B’s service organization and decreases the service costs.

In addition, these digital offerings facilitated the value proposition of having customers pay for usage and/or performance (i.e. pay-per-use, payment schemes according to availability levels, penalties for not achieving performance levels) and aligning costs with a customer’s level of product usage. For Company B, the profit equation included various payment options (e.g. train availability of 90%, 95%, or 98%, or paying per train kilometer, bonus and/or penalties for (not) achieving availability or punctuality goals, etc.).

As a result, this outcome-based payment scheme did not enhance revenue directly. Company B substituted product and service revenue with recurring revenue generated through pay-per-use and/or pay-for-performance payment schemes. Since these schemes extend over a longer period and do not generate revenue immediately, there could be a
certain temporary reduction. Company B did not report such a reduction, and instead, the outcome-based BM enhanced revenue by attracting additional customer segments. These segments were sensitive to equipment prices, or lacked sufficient expertise for train operations. Thus, they fostered the idea of paying only when the train is available or for the kilometers the train is actually running.

6.2.3. Case C on exploring a software BM (phase 2)

Case Company C, an equipment manufacturer specializing in the food processing industry, demonstrates the software BM. Case Company C extended its digital offerings through a software application stack, in addition to its equipment and classic services. Three typical examples include software applications for scanning food agency sites, news and social media to identify food safety alerts in real time; software applications for silo bin monitoring to control food storage conditions at any time; and software applications for dosing, mixing, refining and conching in chocolate production.

Company C modified its BM components in the following way. The value proposition departed from a hardware and classic service focus and concentrated on data about equipment condition and usage. A senior manager explained that "...customers benefit from the application for chocolate production through more efficient processes and increased line efficiency, and consistently high overall equipment efficiency (OEE) ... but we went as far as guaranteeing a certain OEE level..." This means that, compared to outcome-based BM, customer value was not proposed in terms of guaranteeing certain customer outcomes. Instead, Company C proposed value by obtaining and analyzing data about customer processes. This, of course, required new value-creation activities to enhance software development, as well as activities for developing complex data models to link input data on equipment parameters to improvements in the customer process.

The profit equation was modified in order to sell software applications as annual subscription fees. The costs of developing the software applications were covered by annually recurring software revenue. Revenue was generated by offering customers a trial version of their applications in order to convince them of the application benefits. After the trial period, Company C offered customers a subscription to the software application for an annual subscription fee. In Company C, such subscription fees for software applications on thermal processing expertise reached about 75,000 Euros to 100,000 Euros. Accordingly, this software BM led to a software application stack in the form of additional digital offerings, thus directly enhancing revenue.

6.2.4. Case D on exploring platform BMs (phase 3)

Case Company D, an equipment provider for wind turbines, is a good example of BM modifications when establishing a platform logic for integrating these multiple logics. This equipment provider succeeded with a business logic for which customer value is created by a mix of "hardware-plus" offerings, guaranteeing outcomes and providing software applications. Company D had been operating multiple BMs ("hardware-plus" BM, outcome-based BM, and software-subscription BM), but there was an increasing need to integrate these BMs through introducing a platform logic.

Company D recognized that establishing such a platform business logic requires a value proposition extending beyond their own equipment and services for wind energy generation. As a General Manager stated: "...we now continuously monitor 16,000 turbines and provide... services for... guaranteeing turbine availability and productivity... but in the future we have to go beyond wind turbines... and focus on the entire range of wind power generation assets.”

Instead, the platform business logic enabled Company D to address more complex needs regarding the entire electricity generation process through wind power (Hagiu & Wright, 2015). Company D went beyond guaranteeing outcomes such as uptime and the availability of wind turbines, and selling software applications. Rather, the introduction of the platform BM aimed at raising the efficiency of all the wind power generation assets.

Such a value proposition required value creation activities beyond the bounds of Company D. The company established the building blocks for the platform (e.g. digital twins for wind park assets, data analytics on wind park operation, customer outcomes on predicting and optimizing the performance of wind power assets). In addition, Company D started to embrace a business ecosystem and has developed a partner program for providing a comprehensive set of benefits (e.g. co-investments and revenue-sharing models) to help partners accelerate their own value-creation activities on the platform. It encouraged its partners to define specific roles for contributing to these building blocks in the value-creation activities (e.g. consulting partners, application developers, system integrators, technology partners, or connectivity partners). Company D assisted partners in this specialization through offering certain tools and training (e.g. sales and technical training, application developer tools, technical support, marketing resources, legal support, business development funds, etc.). The clarification of their value-creation roles increased the attractiveness of Company D’s platform, thus motivating partners and customers to utilize it.

Company D modified its profit equation by sharing the necessary investments, implementation costs, and revenue with the collaboration partners, creating fair economic value for each partner. Accordingly, digital offerings associated with the platform enhanced revenue through revenue sharing.

7. Discussion

7.1. A framework for BM dynamics when converting digital offerings into revenue enhancement

While technologies (e.g. IoT, big data, and AI) for enabling digital offerings and BMs have been emerging research topics for some years now, little systematic research has examined the BM dynamics for converting digital offerings into revenue enhancement. Our starting point was the observation that equipment manufacturers invest in new digital offerings. However, instead of digital offerings leading to revenue enhancement, companies often face the digital paradox, that despite these investments, companies do not earn the expected return.

Our framework suggests that BM dynamics can lead to the digital paradox which limits revenue enhancement. For example, we show that "hardware-plus" business logic in Phase 1 and outcome-based BM in Phase 2 do not directly enhance revenue. Only software in Phase 2 and platform business logic in Phase 3 lead to direct revenue enhancement. In addition, barriers to management cognition, as well as temporal inconsistencies in the modification of BM components, might limit revenue enhancement.

Our research findings provide stimulating insights for both academics and practitioners with regard to the themes of digital offerings and BM dynamics. Of course, these findings are limited in their application, because we chose 27 companies according to their degree of representativeness of European equipment manufacturing industries (Yin, 1994). Moreover, our results are qualitative, highly aggregated and somewhat anecdotal in nature due to the holistic approach and the corresponding methodology of our studies. Therefore, the extent to which our findings are generalizable and applicable to other industries and other geographical areas remains unclear. Moreover, we focused on three BM key components: value proposition, value creation (delivery), and profit equation (Chezzi et al., 2015; Teese, 2010). There are, of course, other possible conceptualizations of BM components (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010; Wirtz et al., 2016). Focusing on a different BM concept might lead to different results. Accordingly, these limitations must be kept in mind when considering our theoretical and managerial implications.
7.2. Theoretical implications

Our findings enhance the multifaceted nature of BM dynamics and the interplay between holistic business logic, management cognition and BM components. One of the distinguishing characteristics of the BM dynamic, compared to digital innovations, stems from the fact that it straddles both component and holistic aspects (Teece, 2010; Zott, Amit, & Massa, 2011). This implies that BM dynamics triggered by digital offerings need to take place at the overall business-logic level, as well as that of its BM components. Constraints to management cognition play a vital role in the interplay between these levels. As a result, our framework model reveals a complex BM dynamic through which digital offerings can lead to revenue enhancement.

The findings also add the following important aspects to the obstacles limiting BM dynamics: a sequence of distinct phases in the BM dynamics, constraints to management cognition, and the configuration of BM components.

7.2.1. Sequence of distinct phases in BM dynamics

Altogether, this sequence of phases substantiates the notion of continuous change in BMs, suggesting that business models are frequently in states of disequilibrium (Demil & Lecocq, 2010). Our sequence of phases (Phase 1: augmenting products through a “hardware-plus” logic, Phase 2: enabling multiple logics for creating customer value to emerge, Phase 3: establishing a platform logic for integrating these multiple logics) suggests that digital offerings do not simply shift from an old business logic to a new one. Digital offerings do not automatically trigger a change from the existing (product-oriented) BM to a new (digital) one. BM dynamics are much more complex.

Multiple new business logics emerge along these phases, which progressively marginalize the old, product-oriented business logic. But even in Phase 3, “hardware-plus” logic remains an important element. Phase 1 on augmenting products through a “hardware-plus” logic, combines the idea of realizing that the old business logic is becoming more troublesome, with that of revitalizing the old business logic. Phase 1 is close to the idea of BM revision, whereas Phase 2 is related more to BM extension (Galvacante et al., 2011). Phase 2 extends the idea of parallelizing the old and new business logics, being about letting multiple logics emerge and keeping them parallel to the “hardware-plus” logic. Phase 3 implies not simply marginalizing the old business logic, but rather integrating these multiple business logics through a platform business logic. This logic resonates with the discussion on co-development partnerships in open business models. Costs and revenue-sharing models shape the business ecosystem surrounding the platform, when it comes to the development of new digital services and software applications (Chesbrough & Schwartz, 2007).

While Phase 1 entails relative incremental changes in both the business logic as well as the BM components, Phase 2 represents a more radical shift in the business logic and BM components. Interestingly, this shift is not about replacing the “hardware-plus” BM, but rather about managing multiple business logics simultaneously. In Phase 2, companies keep three BMs parallel, suggesting that they manage a portfolio of three business logics and/or BMs (“hardware plus”, outcome-based services, and software subscriptions), rather than converging these three BMs again into a single one. This portfolio (Benson-Rea, Brodie, & Sima, 2013; Sabatier, Mangematin, & Roussele, 2010) consists of different ways in which equipment providers embrace value propositions, value creation, and the profit equation. In Phase 3, companies seem to focus on cross-fertilization of these three BMs through embracing a platform BM (Zhu & Iansiti, 2012). This cross-fertilization is an important internal collaboration factor, whereas embracing a business ecosystem requires more external collaboration. Phase 3 is similar to the idea of opening up BMs through establishing a co-developing mechanism (Chesbrough & Schwartz, 2007). Similar to Phase 2, Phase 3 represents a more radical shift when embracing a business ecosystem.

Over time, such BM portfolios managed through a platform logic marginalize analog business logic and cultivate a digital logic. Our findings strengthen the idea that digitalization allows portfolios of BMs to flourish. To substantiate whether digital offerings trigger a shift toward BM portfolios, future researchers could deepen the notion of multiple digital BMs that companies follow, instead of specializing in a single digital BM. They could investigate how companies govern BM portfolios by mitigating cannibalization and creating synergies between various models (Benson-Rea et al., 2013).

7.2.2. Constraints in the management cognition

Our confidence, mixing, and collaboration barriers support and supplement the existing literature on constraints to management cognition. The confidence barrier has been mentioned in previous studies. The mixing barrier has also been highlighted in the existing literature, interpreting it as a limitation when moving from an existing to a new BM. Our findings suggest that mixing barriers can also occur when multiple BMs emerge within a company. Our collaboration barrier reflects the recent discussion on open BMs, as companies start to move from a BM in a single company, to BMs in an entire business ecosystem (Chesbrough, 2010). In addition to collaboration barriers among business partners within a business ecosystem, our findings indicate a need to collaborate smoothly across multiple business logics and BMs within a single company. In such business ecosystems, trust in the mutual benefits when sharing costs and revenues becomes a key issue (e.g. Leminen, Westerlund, Rajahonka, & Siuruainen, 2012).

7.2.3. Configuration in the BM components

The modifications that we outline offer a more refined view of BM configurations. The described BM modifications for “hardware-plus”, outcome-based, software, and platform BMs represent a consistent configuration of value proposition, value creation, and profit equation, in order to ensure competitive advantage. However, companies should be aware that these modifications might entail deviations from consistent configurations and cause temporary inconsistencies (Bohnack, Pinkse, & Kolk, 2014; Fjeldstad & Snow, 2018). BM modifications are likely to fail if companies are not able to cope with such inconsistencies (Smith et al., 2010; Velu, 2017).

The described configuration of BM components for implementing the “hardware-plus”, outcome-based, software BMs, platform logic substantiates the existing literature on product, service, software, and platform BMs. The latter offers a particularly interesting future research direction. While the platform literature has largely focused on transaction platforms and on platforms as multi-sided markets in the consumer context, our findings suggest that platforms also play a vital role in the business-to-business context.

Our findings advance knowledge on BM dynamics when turning digital offerings into revenue enhancement, and provide useful directions for further research. Of course, our three phases, barriers and modifications in the BM components are not exhaustive; there may be even more. Our findings should stimulate further research on testing and extending our framework through more fine-grained and additional phases, barriers, and modifications. In that context, a quantitative research approach might facilitate useful, measurable insights into the impact of digital offerings and corresponding BM modifications regarding revenue.

7.3. Managerial implications

In order to turn digital offerings into revenue enhancement, our framework can guide managers in coping with BM dynamics (see Fig. 2). Managers should not adopt the merely dual perspective of changing from analog to digital BMs. Instead, they can assess relevant strengths and weaknesses according to our full framework on BM dynamics; they can closely examine weaknesses, so as to make the right decisions about managing BM modifications. Managers should be aware of the three
phases and address the possible barriers. Phase 2 seems critical, since companies should try to create multiple business logics and manage these BMs as a parallel BM portfolio. Being aware of BM successes in the past, managers should continuously modify BM components and ensure consistencies in their configurations. They should recognize that the established BM portfolio can only be sustained if managers succeed in mitigating cannibalization among the BMs, in ensuring synergies, strengthening cross-fertilization, and avoiding cross-penalization. In addition, this BM portfolio should transcend company barriers and adopt a business ecosystem perspective.
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